The!associations!between!linguistic!signals!and!their!meanings!are!largely!arbitrary!(de! Saussure,!1983),!but!many!languages!contain!iconic!elements,!in!which!aspects!of!signals! resemble!in!some!respect!the!structure!of!meanings! (Perniss!&!Vigliocco!2014 ,!Dingemanse!et! al.!2015\!Blasi!et!al.,!2016 .!Iconic!mappings!in!natural!languages!include!cases!of!relative ( iconicity!in!which!an!analogical!contrast!between!meanings!is!related!to!a!contrast!between! forms! !by,!for!example,!activating!multimodal!associations!or! perceptual!analogies! (Kanero!et!al.,!2014) .!!Studies!have!shown!that!iconicity!serves! ! 3! ! acquisition:!naive!learners!find!it!easier!to!remember!iconic!novel!words! (Lockwood!et!al.!2016) ,! Sign!Language!signs! (Vinson!et!al.!2015) ,!and!ideophones! (Kantartzis!et!al.,!2011\!Dingemanse! et!al.,!2016 !and!iconic!words!are!acquired!early!in!life! (Perry,!Perlman!&!Lupyan,!2015) .!! Learning!syntactic!categories!is!also!facilitated!by!sound!correspondences! (Monaghan!et!al.,! 2011 (Garrod!et!al.,!2007\! Fay!et!al.,!2010 .!!However,!this!appears!to!conflict!with!the!prevalence!of!iconicity!in!modern! languages!and!evidence!that!iconicity!both!increases!and!decreases!over!historical!time! (Blasi! et!al.,!2016 (2015) .!In!the!following!paragraphs!we!describe!the!game!in!the!"Communication"!and!the!
!Illustrations!of!the!game.!On!the!left,!five!screen!views!from!the!Communication!condition!from!the!point!of! view!of!the!speaker!(left!column)!and!the!guesser!(right!column).!The!speaker!is!given!a!target!object!(1)!and!then!he! types!a!signal!for!it!(2).!The!guesser!sees!the!typed!signal!(2)!and!then!is!presented!with!an!array!of!six!objects!(3),! from!which!he!selects!the!object!he!thinks!corresponds!to!the!signal!(4).!Finally,!the!target!and!guess!are!revealed!to! both!players.!In!this!case,!the!guess!is!correct,!so!the!score!is!increased!by!one!(5).!On!the!right,!six!screen!views! from!the!Reproduction!condition.!In!a!Writing!trial,!the!participant!sees!a!target!object,!has!to!type!the!signal!for!it!and! then!gets!feedback!(see!text).!In!a!Selecting!trial,!she!is!shown!an!array!of!six!objects!as!well!as!one!signal,!and!has! to!select!the!object!associated!to!the!signal. This!further!indicates!that!the!words!given!to!spiky!objects!tend!to!be!more!spiky,!but!only!when! there!is!communicative!interaction.!! ! The!languages!also!increased!in!systematic!structure!over!generations,!the!transmission!error! decreased!and!the!task!success!increased,!in!line!previous!results! (Kirby!et!al.,!2008 ,! and!there!were!no!differences!between!conditions!(see!SI!1.2).!However,!we!did!find!a! difference!in!how!expressivity!changed:!participants!in!the!reproduction!condition!cumulatively! introduced!more!homonyms!than!in!the!communication!condition!(see!SI!1.2).!
3.2!The!functionality!of!iconicity!for!communication!!
In!an!effort!to!understand!why!iconicity!emerges!in!the!Communication!condition,!we!examined! how!the!iconicity!of!innovations!affected!learning!the!mappings!between!signals!and!meanings.! An!innovation!is!introduced!in!the!language!when!the!signal!produced!contains!differences!with! respect!to!the!corresponding!signal!in!the!input!language,!or!when!it!is!associated!with!a! different!object.!Innovations!can!be!either!more!or!less!iconic!than!the!signal!or!mapping!they! replace.!689!innovations!were!produced!by!pairs!in!the!Communication!condition!and!282!by! single!participants!in!the!Reproduction!condition.!About!three!quarters!of!innovations!in!both! conditions!were!changes!in!mapping!rather!than!previously!unattested!words!(see!SI!1.5).! Human!ratings!for!all!innovations!were!not!available,!so!we!estimated!the!spikiness!by! extrapolating!from!the!human!ratings!based!on!unigrams!and!bigrams!using!a!random!forests! model!(see!SI!1.1!&!1.5).!The!difference!in!systematicity!was!calculated!as!the!systematicity!of! ! 16! ! the!language!before!the!innovation!and!the!systematicity!after!the!innovation.!!Note!that,!in! general,!systematicity!and!iconicity!are!independent.!!If!words!are!holistically!iconic,!conveying! multiple!aspects!of!meaning!at!once,!then!iconicity!does!not!serve!systematicity.!However,!if!an! iconic!contrast!picks!out!just!one!aspect!of!meaning!and!is!expressed!in!a!subCstring!of!the! meaning,!then!this!will!also!increase!systematicity.!!That!is,!in!contrast!to!an!arbitrary!systematic! language,!the!forms!in!an!iconic!systematic!language!are!motivated.! ! We!found!that!the!iconicity!of!an!innovation!did!not!help!guessers!guess!the!exact!object! correctly!during!the!communicative!naming!games! (Fig.!6 ,!left\!log!likelihood!difference!=! 0.00018!,!df!=!1!,(χ 2 !=!0!,!p!=!0.98,!see!SI!1.5),!but!it!did!help!guess!correctly!the!shape!of!the! object! (Fig.!6 ,!right,!log(likelihood(difference!=!5!,!df!=!1!,!χ 2 !=!10.0,!p!=!0.0016,!see!SI!1.5).!In! other!words,!!guessers!are!more!likely!to!select!a!spiky!object!when!presented!with!a!signal!that! sounds!more!spiky,!and!a!round!object!when!presented!with!a!signal!that!sounds!round.! ! ! Figure!6.!The!increase!in!iconicity!of!innovations!that!led!the!guesser!to!guess!correctly!or! ! 17! ! incorrectly!in!trials!of!the!guessing!game!the!exact!object!(left),!or!the!shape!of!the!object!(right).! This!data!is!only!for!the!communication!condition!where!both!speaker!and!listener!produce!and! receive!innovations.!Points!are!means!with!95%!confidence!intervals.! ! We!also!looked!at!the!relationship!between!whether!an!innovation!increases!systematicity!and! whether!it!increases!iconicity.!When!predicting!the!increase!in!iconicity!there!is!a!significant! interaction!between!the!increase!in!systematicity!and!condition!(log(likelihood(difference!=!2.4!,! df!=!1!,!χ 2 (=!4.77!, !p!=!0.029, !see!SI!1.5 (Fig.!7) .!The! results!also!show!that!similar!numbers!of!innovations!are!produced!in!the!Communication!and! the!Reproduction!conditions,!but!the!transmission!of!these!innovations!varies!across!conditions.! In!Communication!there!is!a!preference!for!mutations!that!increase!both!iconicity!and! systematicity! (Fig.!8) .!In!Reproduction,!in!contrast,!mutations!that!increase!systematicity!are! selected!for,!but!mutations!that!increase!iconicity!are!not.!Taken!together,!these!results!can!be! interpreted!as!evidence!in!favour!of!cultural!evolutionary!dynamics!being!driven!by!random! mutation!and!selection,!rather!than!by!guided!variation! (Richerson!&!Boyd,!2005) .!The!latter! would!involve!an!increased!chance!of!innovations!that!increased!iconicity,!which!is!not!attested! ( Fig.!7) \!the!former!requires!unbiased!production,!shown!in! Fig.! !Fay!et!al.!(2010) .!It!is!interesting!to!note!that!in!these!four! studies!actually!find!a!decrease!in!iconicity!over!rounds!of!communicative!use,!which!contrasts! with!the!increase!in!iconicity!observed!in!our!study.!The!nature!of!the!tasks!may!be!behind!this! discrepancy:!the!former!starts!with!signals!improvised!by!participants,!while!the!latter!starts!by! training!participants!on!a!language!designed!by!the!experimenters.! ! The!absence!of!iconicity!in!the!reproduction!condition!conflicts!with!Jones!et!al.'s!(2014)!results.! Our!study!is!very!similar,!but!there!are!differences!in:!the!proportion!of!the!language!exposed!in! training!(50%!vs.!100%!in!our!study)\!the!number!of!generations!(10!vs.!6)\!the!meaning!space! (motion!instead!of!border)\!iconicity!metric!(estimates!from!individual!letters!vs.!direct!ratings!of! whole!words)!and!feedback!(absent!vs.!present).!!The!absence!of!feedback!and!the!50%! bottleneck!both!disrupt!transmission\!this!should!increase!the!pressure!for!compressibility! .!!If!our!experiment!had!run!for!longer!with!a!stronger!pressure!for!compressibility,! then!perhaps!iconicity!would!also!have!emerged!in!the!reproduction!condition,!implying!that! communication!simply!speeds!up!the!process.!
